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Aims and Objectives
₪ To show how Mauritian Bhojpuri songs ,usually

performed at social gatherings such as 
weddings

₪ Have, in recent years, evolved to become 
synonymous with an overarching sense of cross-
ethnic Mauritian nationhood

₪ Focus on one such song- Zubeda

₪ Reveal how this more cohesive identity has 
been achieved through the adoption of 
linguistic devices such as code-switching, 
nicknaming and colloquialisms



Mauritius: An Overview
₪ Part of the Mascarene Islands made up of Reunion 

(a French territory) , Rodrigues and Mauritius

₪ Republic of Mauritius itself  consists of 3 inhabited 
islands  and the uninhabited Cargados Carajos
archipelago

₪ Island dependencies of Rodrigues and Agalega and 
the metropolis, mainland Mauritius

₪ Out of the three- Rodrigues and Agalega (especially 
Agalega which is the remotest out of the three and is 
still not open to tourists) are the most linguistically 
and ethnically homogeneous

₪ Creole dominant
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Mauritius: An Overview
₪ Mainland Mauritius is the exact opposite

₪ The Mauritian Constitution (1968) and 
subsequent amendments- for example the 
Mauritius Broadcasting Authority Act (1982)

₪ Provide official recognition to 14 languages

₪Multilingualism is due to 3 successive waves of 
colonisation

₪ Island was discovered by Arab sailors 
(McColl,2005) and fitfully inhabited by the Dutch 
(1638- 1710)



Mauritius: An Overview
₪ Name Mauritius is, in fact, of Dutch origins

₪ After Dutch prince Maurits Van Nassau (McColl 
2005)

₪ Taken over by the French (1710- 1810)

₪ Slaves  were brought from Mozambique and 
elsewhere in East Africa (40-45%),  Madagascar (30-
35%) (Miles 1999)

₪ Remainder were from Seychelles, Cape Verde, Rio 
de Janeiro, West Africa (ibid)

₪ Suggestions that some were even from Benin



Mauritius: Languages
₪ Resulted in the creation of  the French-based 

Mauritian Creole or Kreol as it is known locally

₪ The mother tongue of  more than 90% of the 
population (Statistics Mauritius, 2011 census figures)

₪ Taken over by the British in 1810 (till 1968)

₪ Unusual stipulation of  the French in the 1810 Act of 
Capitulation (Miles 2000, Rajah-Carrim 2007)

₪ Guaranteed for minimal linguistic and cultural 
interference on the part of British colonial powers

₪ Reinforced by the 1814 Treaty of Paris



Mauritius: Languages
₪ Ensured that despite 168 years of British rule, 

French remained the language of prestige and 
upward social mobility

₪ Abolition of slavery on the island in 1835

₪ Importation of indentured labour

₪ An experimental convoy of  “coolies” brought in 
from India in 1829

₪ Its success led to mass in-migration as from 1839 
onwards 

₪ Demographic but above all, linguistic revolution



Multilingualism
₪ Miles (2000: 217) - Creation of a four-part harmony 

of  Mauritian languages

1. Kreol as the uncontested lingua franca

2. French as the inherited language of social and 
cultural prestige (associated with the descendants 
of former slave owners)

3. English as the language of education, law, public 
administration and to a small degree commerce

4. A panoply of Indian languages namely Hindi, 
Bhojpuri, Tamil , Telugu, Gujarati and Marathi, with 
Sanskrit as the language of the liturgy

₪ Minor role of Persian languages (such as Urdu and 
Arabic) and Hakka Chinese (brought by traders from 
mainland China).



Languages and Ethnicities

Adapted from Rajah-Carrim (2005: 319)



Sociolinguistic Impact
₪ Contemporary  Mauritius – “meeting [point] 

between [the] Indian and Creole worlds" Servan-
Schreiber (2011:1)

₪ Home to the descendants of both the African 
enslaved and the Indentured immigrants

₪ Out of all the languages enshrined in the 
constitution- only two are spoken as native 
languages

₪ Kreol and Bhojpuri

₪ Standardised and introduced at primary school level 
two years ago (Ministry of Education, Mauritius, 
2012)



Mauritian Bhojpuri

₪ To echo the claims made by Mesthrie (1992, 
2000) in South Africa

₪ Even in Mauritius, Bhojpuri is a dying language 
(spoken by only 5% of the population, Statistics 
Mauritius, 2011)

₪ However – there is still the performance of 
“symbolic attachment to Indian languages 
[through activities such as] watching films, 
listening to songs, performing prayers, and so 
on” (Mesthrie, 2002: 165).

₪ Popular programmes such as the Bhojpuri Top 5
and love performances



Methodology

₪ Centred aound two key issues

1. Rationale behind the selection of the Zubeda
song

2. Collection of data in multiethnic and 
multilingual settings



The Zubeda Song

₪Written and performed by Rambha Ramtohul
(2009)

₪ Re-released in 2013

₪ Achieved cult status in the country and 
catapulted Ramtohul to stardom  both in 
Mauritius and in the Mauritian diaspora abroad

₪ Ramtohul (Personal Communication, 21 June 
2014) – usually spends the last two months of 
the year touring abroad



The Zubeda Song

₪ Achieved a popularity unmatched by any other 
Mauritian Bhojpuri song

₪ A cover version sung by famous Bollywood singer, 
Shreya Ghoshal as well

₪ Link to Ramtohul’s performance of the song -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJp2tWNLbtg

₪ Link to the cover version -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KldU6FQtpH4

₪ Transcript of song (please see handout)- following 
the usual conventions of transliterating Devanagari
characters in Roman Script (Pauwels, 2013)



The Zubeda Song

₪ Tells the story of a boy named Zubeda who 
drives his car to a factory in town in order to 
look at the beautiful girls employed there

₪Next vignette consists of scenes from the 
wedding ceremony

₪Reference is made to the vermillion (sindoor) 
worn by married Hindu women and the 
grandmother falling asleep

₪ Ends with the lament of the young (nameless) 
bride who refuses to move to her in-laws’ place



Data Collection in Multiethnic Settings

₪ Giampapa (2012) – importance of an emic perspective 

₪ Establishment and maintenance of a collaborative 
relationship with participants

₪ “To ensure as far as possible that the researcher, has, 
through a number of methodological means, checked, 
for example, the credibility of the picture that is being 
produced” (Giampapa, 2012: 96; cf. Hornberger, 2006)

₪ One of the key principles of ethnography- approach 
that moves beyond research ‘on’ or even ‘for’ the 
participants

₪ Instead- focus is on working ‘with’ the participants 
through an empowerment-oriented approach



Data Collection in Multiethnic Settings

₪ Sense of collaboration can be difficult to 
achieve in multiethnic settings

₪ Cameron et al. (1992: 5): “Researchers cannot 
help being socially located persons. We 
inevitably bring our subjectivities to every 
stage of the research process and this 
influences the questions we ask and the ways 
in which we find answers.”

₪ My “social location” similarly important

₪ Gaining access to Ramtohul involved an 
emphasis upon my ethnic identity as Hindu 
and as both Hindi and Bhojpuri-speaking



The participant

₪ Friend-of-a-friend approach (with an ethnic 
twist)

₪ Contact details provided through 
acquaintances at the Mauritius Sanatan
Dharma Temples Federation (an organisation 
managing the 200+ Hindu temples in 
Mauritius)

₪ Meeting point – a ‘baitka’

₪ Specific to Mauritius, ‘baitkas’ are typically run 
as evening or weekend classes promoting the 
learning of Hindi, Bhojpuri and Hinduism



The Researcher

₪ I would like to draw upon Blommaert’s and 
Varis’s (2011:6) concept of “dosing”

₪ Defined as the “mobilis[ation] of an authentic 
identity discourse about oneself [that] can be a 
matter of attending to even the most 
infinitesimally small details- sometimes even only 
observable by those ‘in the know’- and a very 
small number of recognisable items, such as a 
piece of clothing” (ibid: 6).

₪ Explain that a very small semiotic dose is enough 
for a certain identity discourse to be activated 

₪ Give the analogy of medication



The Researcher

₪ Painkiller for headache contains one active 
ingredient to fight the pain

₪ The rest of the content can, in fact, be totally 
irrelevant to achieving that aim

₪ Similarly - in producing an identity, all that 
is needed is one active substance in the dose

₪ Active ingredient- can even be clothing

₪ Conservatively cut ethnic clothes and other 
visible signs of shared ethnic appurtenance



The Researcher

₪ Supported by Giampapa (2012: 7) who states that 
“[...] ways of representing ourselves are not neutral 
and carry with them degrees of ‘value’.”

₪ Researcher’s own forms of capital carry a 
currency that has to be negotiated so as to allow 
the latter the right to enter particular discourse 
sites

₪ In this case- capital was ethnic belonging

₪Served to break the ice and forge a relationship of 
trust and camaraderie

₪ Another asset- the fact that I speak fluent Hindi 
and am conversant with Bhojpuri



The Researcher

₪Multiethnic settings- the overt ethnic associations 
of the researcher matters

₪ Choice of the right codes can also help to create a 
more intimate in-group

₪ In addition- Adherence to the norms of 
politeness and to the use of correct honorific 
suffixes

₪ T/V distinction maintained both in Kreol and 
Bhojpuri

₪ Use of Face Mitigating Devices (Brown and 
Levinson 1978) such as kinship terms in order to 
respect the boundaries of negative politeness



The Researcher

₪ Ramtohul consistently referred to by the V-form 
‘ou’ (in Kreol) or ‘aap’ in Bhojpuri

₪ Honorific suffix “Behenji”, normally reserved for 
female teachers of Hindi also adopted to address 
her

₪ In the words of England (1994: 84): “We do not 
parachute into the field with empty heads and a 
few pencils or a tape-recorder in our pockets 
ready to record the ‘facts’”. 

₪ Analyis of the song- benefits from my status as an 
insider in the community under scrutiny

₪ And the fact that Ramtohul’s views were sought 
and taken on board regarding the various 
arguments to be put forward



Analysis

₪ Focus on 3 main features namely:

1. Nicknames

2. Code-Switching

3. Use of Colloquialisms



Nicknames

₪ Use of the female Muslim name ‘Zubeda’

₪ According to Norman (2003: 268) – name is 
derived from the Arabic Zubaida (marigold)

₪ Mythical associations: the name of fifth 
Abbasid caliph; building of the city of Tabriz 
(806) is attributed to her

₪ In this case- refers to a male Hindu 
protagonist who is in search of the love of his 
life, finds her, marries her in a traditional 
Hindu ceremony only to have her refuse to 
move from her parents’ house to that of her 
in-laws’



Nicknames

₪ Issue of naming is a particularly fraught one in 
Mauritius

₪ Alain Romaine (2006) speaks of “les noms de la 
honte” (literal translation - the names of shame)

₪ History that affects both descendants of the 
enslaved and the indentured alike

₪ During colonial times- Code Noir was enforced 
by the French colonial powers

₪ Slaves were to be treated as the property of their 
masters and assigning them names was not a 
necessity



Nicknames

₪ However, nicknames used to be given to them by 
their masters

₪ Often derogatory

₪ These nicknames eventually became the surname 
of their descendants and still exist today 

₪ A. Romaine (2006) provides some compelling 
examples (all derived from the public records of 
the Civil Status Office) 

₪ E.g. Bonarien (good for nothing); Lapuante
(smelly); Cabri (goat); Zizi (a sexually connotative 
term referring to male genitalia)



Nicknames

₪ Situation actually worsened after the abolition of 
slavery  (A.Romaine, 2006; Teelock, 1995)

₪ A prominent plantation owner Adrien d’Epinay
negotiated for a compensation of 69 pounds to be 
paid per slave 

₪ Provided they figured on the consolidated lists 
generated by the colonial administration

₪ Attempts to carry out an official census on the 
island had already been made by the French

₪ First birth certificate for slaves was introduced by 
the last French governor on the island- General 
Decaen



Nicknames

₪ 2 rules – first name: the actual name by which the 
individual is known

₪ Surname: to be attributed by either the officer 
carrying out the census or (in the majority of 
cases) by the master

₪ Code Decaen still exists and has never been 
formally repealed

₪ “Lequel second nom ledit esclave et ses
descendants, soit legitimes, soit naturels, porteront
toujours à l’avenir” (Code Decaen cited by A. 
Romaine 2006: 39)

₪ Translation: This surname will be transmitted to 
the heirs, both legitimate and illegitimate, of the 
said slave



Nicknames

₪ Rule utilised to the maximum for the sake of the 
compensation

₪ A. Romaine (2006) gives the example of a 
landowner residing in the north of the island who 
named his workers as follows: Al, Bal, Cal, Dal, 
Fal, Gal, Hal, Tal, Kal, Mal, Nal, Pal etc 

₪ Situation was slightly better for the indentured 
labourers who had their names (or 
approximations) of them written on their 
agreement papers

₪ However- even today, there are still individuals 
with patronyms such a “Beekharry” (beggar)



Nicknames

₪No control over how their name was written or 
even what name was written down on their 
agreement papers

₪ These were simply known as girmit by the 
labourers (Mesthrie, 1992) who in turn, 
became known as gimitiya labourers 

₪ With the word ‘agreement’ having 
supplanted both their first and last name

₪ Ramtohul (Personal Communication, 21 June 
2014) asserts that she chose this name 
(despite the fact that it is a female name) 
because “li rant dan lamisik la” [it fits the 
music]



Nicknames

₪ Also states that many Muslims got in touch with her 
to express their approval

₪ States that it expresses a sense of Mauritianness

₪Means to reclaim control over naming practices

₪ Names are chosen because ‘one wants to’, not 
because Code Decaen is still being followed

₪ Means to unite Indo-Mauritians (irrespective of 
their ethnic affiliation) and descendants of the 
enslaved who were  stripped of such powers 
during colonial times



Nicknames

₪ Reclaiming of power is a topical issue in 
Mauritius

₪ Coolie Ghat officially renamed as Aapravasi
Ghat in 1987 (Boswell, 2006)

₪ Name ‘coolie’ felt to be derogatory towards 
the indentured

₪ Today referred to as ‘pravasi’

₪ Similar process of reclaiming and renaming 
at work in the song



Les Noms de la Honte



Code-Switching

₪ Use of Kreol words namely loto (car) and lijinwa
(the factory)

₪ Equivalent in Bhojpuri exist

₪ Not widely utilised though 

₪Loto – motar; Lijinwa – Karkhanwa

₪ Mesthrie (1992) – above words exist in South 
African Bhojpuri as well and are derived from  
Indian Bhojpuri



Code-Switching

₪ Sohodeb (2009: 31) uses the term “creolized 
Bhojpuri”

₪ To refer to the ease with which Mauritian 
Bhojpuri borrows lexical items from Mauritian 
Creole

₪ Servan-Schreiber (2011) makes a list of the most 
popular lexical items that are today part and 
parcel of Mauritian Bhojpuri

₪ Top of her list- the word loto

₪ Servan-Schreiber (2011) labels this nativisation of 
Bhojpuri to suit a more Creolophone context as 
being one of chutneyfication



Code-Switching

₪Metissage of language to reflect the metissage
taking place at the ethnic level as well

₪ Similar process noted in Trinidad by 
Niranjana (2006)

₪ Merger of music and linguistic styles

₪ Gives the example of the Chutney-Soca

₪ Originally written as soKAH (‘kah’ being the 
first letter of the Devanagari alphabet)



Code-Switching

₪ Corroborated by Ramtohul who believes that 
using the Bhojpuri equivalent would only serve 
to put foreground an Indian ethnicity

₪ And alienate other ethnic groups

₪ Jocular reference to the fact that kanwa
(quasi-similarity at the phonetic level with 
karkhanwa) has been appropriated by Kreol
to mean a visually impaired person

₪ CS ensures that meaning does not get lost in 
translation while also being inclusive towards 
other ethnic denominations



Colloquialism

₪ Attention drawn to this issue by Ramtohul
herself

₪ Word ‘baba’- ambiguous

₪ Different meaning in Kreol and Bhojpuri

₪ Bhojpuri – used to refer to the paternal 
grandfather

₪ In Kreol- could be used literally to refer to a 
‘baby’ or as a term of endearment to refer to 
one’s girlfriend or boyfriend



Colloquialism

₪ Argues that she was deliberately ambiguous

₪ She wanted every listener to interpret the 
last stanza in their own way

₪ Could equally refer to the fact that in her 
grief-stricken state, Zubeda’s young bride is 
holding on to her paternal grandfather and 
crying

₪ Or- she could be seeking solace from Zubeda
himself and using her tears to persuade him 
to let her stay at her parents’ place



Colloquialism

₪ Ramtohul believes that unity in diversity can be 
achieved only when all her listeners are given the 
freedom

₪ To derive their own meaning depending on their 
own interpretative framework

₪ Means to unite people from different ethnic 
groups

₪ Similar to other Bhojpuri-speaking countries (for 
e.g. Trinidad)

₪Niranjana (2006) gives the example of Chutney 
Soca singer Drupatee Ramgoonai whose breakout 
song ‘Lick down mih Nani’ had equally ambigious
sections



Colloquialism

₪Nani – Maternal grandmother

₪ In Trinidadian Creole – referred to the female 
genitalia

₪ A song that despite its sexual innuendo (or 
perhaps because of it as well) became an anthem 
for youths

₪ Of all age groups and ethnicities

₪ Bauman (1975: 293): going "beyond and above their 
referential content” by enregistering (Agha, 
2003)different layers of meaning derived from 
multiple languages 



“As one people, as one nation”

₪National anthem of Mauritius

₪ Language: a resource which allows for the 
creation of a cohesive Mauritian identity

₪ Torabully and Carter (2002) – concept of 
coolitude

₪ Niranjana (2006): Trinidad, Calypso by Brother 
Marvin – “Ramlogan, Basdeo, Prakash and I/ 
Jahaji Bhai”

₪ Jahaji – travellers on the same ship

₪ Bhai - brother



“As one people, as one nation”

₪ Linguistic devices putting forward a sense of 
hybridity

₪ Unity in diversity

₪ Bauman and Briggs (2003: 205) – View oral 
traditions as “privileged scientific objects, 
providing more transparent windows on linguistic 
patterns at the same time that they were (…) 
textual forms that embodied the nation.”

₪ Cohesive nation – seems to be one of the aims of 
the Zubeda song

₪ Acknowledged by Ramtohul as well



“As one people, as one nation”

₪Much needed in Mauritius

₪ Peace and harmony witnessed today came as a 
surprise to many observers and writers, (cf. 
Naipaul, 1972) who predicted poverty and civil 
war

₪ Independence in 1968 was achieved a mere 2 
weeks after 300 fatalities during racial riots that 
lasted nearly a month

₪ Racial riots occurred again in 1999 (Miles, 2000)

₪ Elections have been triggered (and proved to be 
costly for dominant political coalitions) because 
of the language issue



“As one people, as one nation”

₪ E.g. in 1983, following the translation of the 
national anthem from English to Kreol and in 
1995, following the decision to include all oriental 
languages (and not Kreol) as credit earning 
subjects in the very competitive Certificate of 
Primary Education exams.

₪ Failure in these exams result in almost 15 000 
children dropping out of the mainstream 
education system at 10

₪ Singers are now attempting to use language to 
bridge these gaps and perhaps to heal wounds

₪ Visible amongst Sega singers (traditional song of 
those from the Creole community) who readily 
adopt Bhojpuri in their songs as well (e.g. 
Freeman Lagarre who now sings exclusively in a 
Bhojpuri-Creole mix, Servan-Schreiber, 2011)



Conclusion

₪ Ability of Bhojpuri songs to bring about a sense of 
national pride and cross-ethnic unity in the island

₪ Ironical given the importance of ethnicity during the 
data collection phase

₪ Songs, though, are far from being just a marker of 
in-group (Hindu) identity

₪ Judicious use of linguistic resources

₪ Results in multilingualism and multi-ethnicity 
being an asset instead of a hindrance. 



Questions/ Comments?



Thank You


